In this paper, we implemented the in-situ observation of surface soil moisture (SSM), vegetation water content (VWC), and microwave brightness temperatures. By analyzing this in-situ observation dataset and the numerical simulation, we investigated the source of the uncertainty of the current algorithms for Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth observation system (AMSR-E) and AMSR2 to retrieve SSM and vegetation dynamics. Our findings are: (1) the microwave radiative transfer at C-band and X-band is not strongly affected by the shape of vegetation and the existing algorithm can be applied to a wide variety of plant types; (2) the diversity of surface soil roughness significantly affects the indices which are used by the current algorithms and addressing the uncertainty of surface soil roughness is necessary to improve the retrieval algorithms; (3) At C-band, SSM of the homogeneous vegetated land surfaces can be detected only when their VWC is less than approximately 0.25 (kg/m 2 ); (4) the state-of-the-art Radiative Transfer Model (RTM) can predict our observed dataset although we have some biases in simulating brightness temperatures at a higher frequency. The new in-situ observation dataset produced by this study can be the guideline for both developers and users of passive microwave land observations to consider the uncertainties of their products.
Introduction
Passive microwave satellite observations have been used extensively to monitor global surface soil moisture (SSM) and vegetation dynamics, and contributed to deepen the understandings of hydrological and biogeochemical cycles. For example, Anderson et al. [1] developed the drought monitor in East Africa using the soil moisture product from Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth observation system (AMSR-E). Taylor et al. [2] investigated soil moisture-precipitation feedback globally using soil moisture data from AMSR-E. Liu et al. [3] developed the long-term global aboveground biomass carbon dataset from vegetation optical depth (VOD), which is correlated to vegetation water content (VWC), from Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I), AMSR-E, FengYun-3B Microwave Radiometer Imager (MWRI) and Windsat. Zhou et al. [4] detected the widespread decline of Congo rainforest by analyzing VOD data from AMSR-E. In addition, datasets of passive microwave satellite observations have been assimilated to land surface models in order to improve their performance of simulating water and energy fluxes (e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ).
Most of the currently available algorithms solve an inversion of a radiative transfer model (RTM) to retrieve SSM and VOD (or VWC) from passive microwave brightness temperatures [12] [13] [14] [15] . Their RTMs include a calculation of the dielectric constant of soil-water mixture (e.g., [16] ), soil emissivity which includes the effect of soil surface scattering (e.g., [17] ), and radiative transfer in a vegetation canopy (e.g, [18] ). To improve the efficiency of numerically solving the inversion of RTM, previous studies have used some useful indices calculated by multi-polarized and multi-frequency brightness temperatures, such as Polarization Index (PI) [19] and Index of Soil Wetness (ISW) [14] . They have also used some validated empirical relationships such as the linear relationship between surface physical temperature and brightness temperature of 37 GHz [12, 20] .
However, these RTM inversions are ill-posed problems. In addition to SSM and VOD (or VWC), vegetation structure information (e.g., single scattering albedos), surface soil roughness, and soil texture information are often necessary to run RTM. Although these valuables have great diversity on Earth surface, it is impossible to determine every parameter of RTM from brightness temperatures which are observed by currently available satellites. Therefore, many algorithms assumed fixed conditions of single scattering albedos and surface soil roughness [12, 14, 15] although some efforts have been made to objectively estimate these parameters by introducing other satellite observations (i.e., visible/infrared satellite observations) (e.g., [21, 22] ). This assumption brings significant uncertainties of their retrievals [23, 24] . In addition, since penetration depths of C-band and L-band microwaves are limited, the observed brightness temperatures lose their sensitivity to SSM and VWC as vegetation density increases, which also brings large uncertainty of the retrievals on vegetated surfaces (e.g., [25] [26] [27] ).
It is extremely difficult to quantitatively evaluate these uncertainties at the satellite footprint scales due to variability of soil and vegetation within coarse footprint pixels. Although numerous studies have contributed to collect ground observations of passive microwave brightness temperatures and land surface information using ground-based radiometers (e.g., [28] ), there are the limited number of in-situ SSM, VWC, and passive microwave brightness temperatures' observations that are continuous over a long period of time, cover a wide variety of vegetation types under a consistent experiment design to evaluate the effect of variation of vegetation structure and surface soil roughness.
The aim of this study is to provide and analyze the dataset of in-situ observations of SSM, VWC, and brightness temperatures for a wide variety of plants, from short crops to tall trees. Here we focus on brightness temperatures with frequencies which are available to AMSR-E and AMSR2. By performing and analyzing these in-situ observations, we would like to answer the following questions: (1) how strongly does the shape of vegetation influence microwave radiative transfer? (2) what is the major source of the uncertainties in SSM and VWC retrieval? (3) how sensitive are microwave brightness temperatures to SSM with moderate and dense vegetation covers? (4) Is the state-of-the-art RTM consistent to the in-situ ground truth regarding to the uncertainties of SSM and VWC retrievals? Our ground truth can be the guideline for both developers and users of passive microwave land observations to consider the uncertainties of their products.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some existing SSM and VOD (or VWC) retrieval algorithms and specify the important relationships to be validated by in-situ observations. In Section 3, we describe the design of our field measurements and RTM simulations. The results are provided in Section 4 and we describe conclusions in Section 5.
Theoretical Background
Here we briefly review the important processes of microwave radiative transfer which should be validated by our ground truth data.
Surface Physical Temperature Retrieval
Since the primary factor which controls microwave brightness temperatures is physical temperature, the effect of the variation of physical temperature should be minimized to quantify the effect of SSM and VOD on the emissivity. To retrieve surface physical temperature from microwave observations, the empirical linear relationship between physical temperatures and 37 GHz vertical polarized brightness temperatures is often used. For example, the Land Parameter Retrieval Model (LPRM; [12, 29] ) uses the following empirical equation:
where T s is the surface physical temperature (K) and T B,37V is the 37 GHz vertical polarized brightness temperature (K). The 37 GHz vertical polarized brightness temperature balances a reduced sensitivity to soil surface characteristics with a relatively high atmosphere transmissivity [20] , which make it suitable to the physical temperature retrieval. The Equation (1) was thoroughly validated using the network of meteorological towers [20] . It should be noted that the Equation (1) cannot be applied in freezing conditions and the accuracy is reduced in barren, sparsely vegetated and open shrublands [20] . In addition, Holmes et al. [20] has confirmed that this linear relationship is highly affected by the assumption of the values of single scattering albedos.
Vegetation Retrieval
Polarization Index (PI; [19] ) has been widely accepted as an index which is sensitive to VWC [12, 14, 15] . PI is the normalized polarization difference of brightness temperatures and can be defined as:
where T B,V and T B,H are vertical and horizontal polarized brightness temperature, respectively. Because the difference between vertical polarized and horizontal polarized brightness temperatures is reduced by the extinction process within the vegetation layer, PI decreases as VWC increases. One of the advantages of PI is that the effect of physical temperatures on PI is minimal. Although the relationship between PI and VWC has been validated in the previous studies (e.g., [19, 30] ), it is highly affected by land surface conditions (i.e., SSM and surface soil roughness) [22] and single scattering albedos [31] . It is important to evaluate the robustness of the PI-VWC relationship with a wide variety of land surface conditions and vegetation types.
Surface Soil Moisture Retrieval
One of the methods to retrieve SSM is to directly compare the RTM-estimated and satellite-observed surface emissivities. In the LPRM, the emissivity can be calculated since the physical temperature has been obtained using the empirical relationship described in Section 2.1. Then, if the correct VOD has already been obtained, the dielectric constant of soil, which is the function of SSM, can be calculated by inversely solving the soil surface RTM. Since an observed emissivity is highly affected by vegetation, retrieved SSM would be biased if the accurate VOD has not been obtained. Therefore, the simultaneous retrieval of SSM and VOD, is necessary. It should be mentioned that surface soil roughness also significantly affects a soil surface emissivity although LPRM does not consider the variety of surface soil roughness. The other limitation of this approach is that biases of the physical temperature retrieval described in Section 2.1 greatly affect their SSM retrieval.
The other method to retrieve SSM from microwave observations is to utilize the difference of brightness temperatures in different frequencies. For example, the Japan Aerospace eXploration Agency (JAXA) standard algorithm (hereafter JAXA; [14, 15] ) uses Index of Soil Wetness (ISW) as an index sensitive to SSM [14] . ISW is defined as a following equation:
where T Bi and T Bj are the brightness temperatures of high and low frequencies, respectively. Since the dielectric constant of water is dependent to a frequency, the change of emissivity due to soil moisture's change strongly depends on the frequency. Therefore, ISW is sensitive to SSM. The advantage of ISW is that the effect of physical temperature changes on ISW is minimal. However, ISW is also highly sensitive to VOD (or VWC) so that the simultaneous retrieval of SSM and VOD is necessary. In addition, the effect of surface soil roughness cannot be eliminated by introducing ISW although the JAXA algorithm assumes the fixed value of the surface soil roughness parameters of their RTM [15] .
Methods and Materials

In-Situ Observation
We implemented the field measurement at Tanashi observation site, which is in the Institute for Sustainable Agro-ecosystem Services, Graduate School of Agricultural and Life Sciences, the University of Tokyo. The site is located in the western part of the Tokyo metropolitan area, Japan.
We installed a ground-based microwave radiometer (GBMR) in the field ( Figure 1 ). This GBMR has four channels which cover the frequency ranges of 6.925, 10.65, 36.5, and 89 GHz at both horizontal and vertical polarizations. The detailed information about this GBMR (e.g., the height of the sensors, the sizes of footprint, and the sidelobe levels) can be found in [22] . The incident angle was set to 55 degrees, which is same as for AMSR-E and AMSR2. We obtained brightness temperatures by taking the average over 100 samples.
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where TBi and TBj are the brightness temperatures of high and low frequencies, respectively. Since the dielectric constant of water is dependent to a frequency, the change of emissivity due to soil moisture's change strongly depends on the frequency. Therefore, ISW is sensitive to SSM. The advantage of ISW is that the effect of physical temperature changes on ISW is minimal.
However, ISW is also highly sensitive to VOD (or VWC) so that the simultaneous retrieval of SSM and VOD is necessary. In addition, the effect of surface soil roughness cannot be eliminated by introducing ISW although the JAXA algorithm assumes the fixed value of the surface soil roughness parameters of their RTM [15] .
Methods and Materials
In-Situ Observation
We installed a ground-based microwave radiometer (GBMR) in the field ( Figure 1 ). This GBMR has four channels which cover the frequency ranges of 6.925, 10.65, 36.5, and 89 GHz at both horizontal and vertical polarizations. The detailed information about this GBMR (e.g., the height of the sensors, the sizes of footprint, and the sidelobe levels) can be found in [22] . The incident angle was set to 55 degrees, which is same as for AMSR-E and AMSR2. We obtained brightness temperatures by taking the average over 100 samples. Figure 2 provides the condition of the footprints in each observation period. We planted oat, wheat, soybean, corn, and olive. Observations of period I-III have already been used by [22] to develop the SSM and VWC retrieval algorithm. In this paper, we analyzed observations of period IV and V as well as those of period I-III to derive the ground truth of microwave radiative transfer on vegetated surfaces. All in-situ observation data which we used in this paper can be downloaded as a supplemental material of this paper (Supplement Data S1). Table 1 summarizes our observation schedules and Figure 2 provides the condition of the footprints in each observation period. We planted oat, wheat, soybean, corn, and olive. Observations of period I-III have already been used by [22] to develop the SSM and VWC retrieval algorithm. In this paper, we analyzed observations of period IV and V as well as those of period I-III to derive the ground truth of microwave radiative transfer on vegetated surfaces. All in-situ observation data which we used in this paper can be downloaded as a supplemental material of this paper (Supplement Data S1). We planted vegetation at the site and sampled them to measure their leaf area, dry mass and VWC. In Phase I-IV, we did not perform sampling at the GBMR's footprint and we used the sampling area where we planted vegetation with the same density as the GBMR's footprint. On the other hand, We planted vegetation at the site and sampled them to measure their leaf area, dry mass and VWC. In Phase I-IV, we did not perform sampling at the GBMR's footprint and we used the sampling area where we planted vegetation with the same density as the GBMR's footprint. On the other hand, in some of the observations in Phase V, we directly sampled the olive trees from the GBMR's footprint. This is because the olive trees do not change their mass during our short-term observation and we need to artificially change their VWC and dry mass by clipping and removing parts of the plant. Specifically, for one footprint, we removed all leaves of trees in the footprint and implemented the observation. Then we removed all brunches of trees in the footprint and collected the observation. Finally we removed every aboveground biomass to calculate their total mass. For the other footprint, we halved their height and implemented the observation. Then we removed every aboveground biomass and calculated their total mass. VWC was calculated as the difference between the mass of wet and dry biomass.
We observed SSM using a time-domain reflectometer. The measured SSM represents approximately 0-5 cm depth soil moisture. The surface physical temperatures were also observed by the infrared thermometers.
Radiative Transfer Model
An RTM was used in this paper for two reasons. First, we evaluated if our RTM can reproduce the results of our in-situ observation. Second, we interpreted our observations by analyzing the results of our RTM simulation.
The RTM has been developed and used by [8, 9, 17, 22] . In this RTM, surface reflectivity is calculated by the advanced integral equation model (AIEM) [32] with an incorporated shadowing effect [17] . The equation to get soil surface reflectivity is the following:
where p and q refer to the polarization state (vertical (V) and horizontal (H)), R p is the reflectivity of the land surface, r p is the Fresnel reflectivity, k is the wave number, σ is the RMS height, h pp and h pq are the single scattering terms, j is the scattering direction, and θ is the incidence angle, and φ is the azimuth angle. S is the shadowing function, which is dependent on the surface roughness parameters (RMS height and correlation length). Complete equations can be found in [17] . In this model, the dielectric constant of the soil-water mixture is calculated using the method developed by [33] . We used the tau-omega model [18] to obtain the total emission and attenuation from the land surface and vegetation canopy using the following equation: (5) where T Bp is the brightness temperature at the radiometer level, T s is the physical land surface temperature, T c is the canopy temperature, ω cp is the single scattering albedo of the canopy, and subscript p indicates polarizations (vertical (V) or horizontal (H)). VOD is the vegetation optical depth, which has the linear relationship with VWC. In this study, we assume T s = T c , which is widely accepted in the previous studies (e.g., [15, 19, 22] ).
VOD is linearly correlated with VWC [28] as the following equation:
where VWC is vegetation water content, λ is the wavelength of microwave, b and χ are parameters.
To investigate the behavior of the RTM and compare it with the in-situ observations, we calculated the brightness temperatures of 6.925 GHz, 10.35 GHz, and 36.5 GHz with many combinations of RTM inputs which are SSM, VWC, vertical and horizontal single scattering albedos, and RMS height. The datasets of the combinations of brightness temperatures and RTM inputs are called the LookUp Tables (LUTs) in the previous studies [15] . Table 2 shows the range of the RTM inputs of the LUT generated in this study. The LUT has 1,000,000 combinations of brightness temperatures and RTM inputs (100 SSM bins × 100 VWC bins × 10 vertical single scattering albedo bins × 10 horizontal single scattering albedo bins × 10 RMS height bins). Table 2 also shows the values of some fixed parameters of the RTM when we generated the LUT. Since we obtained no prior information of single scattering albedos and surface soil roughness in this study, the ranges of these values in the LUT were chosen based on the selected values by the previous studies [12] [13] [14] [15] . We will compare the structure of this LUT and the in-situ observations.
We implemented the simple sensitivity analysis for the RTM by analyzing the LUT. For example, when we define our target valuable (e.g., PI or ISW) P i,j,k,l,m , the sensitivity of SSM to this objective value with given other inputs, S P i,j,k,l,m was calculated by:
where i, j, k, l and m are bin numbers for SSM, VWC, vertical single scattering albedo, horizontal single scattering albedo, and RMS height, respectively. ∆ is the increment for the change of the RTM input to evaluate the sensitivities and the values of ∆ are summarized in Table 2 . (7) 
Results
Our primary target is to evaluate how the microwave radiative transfer is sensitive to the vegetation types. Figure 3a -c show that the observed plants have diverse structures. Figure 3a shows that the dry mass and VWC for oat, wheat, soybean, corn, and olive tree. Dry carbon biomass of olive trees is heavier than VWC while dry carbon biomass of other crops (oat, wheat, and soybeans) are often lighter than VWC. Plots of corns are scattered mainly due to sampling errors and decrease in VWC with unchanged dry mass as they were dying. Figure 3b shows that the olive trees and wheat have a larger amount of VWC in stems than oat, soybeans, and corns. Although oat and wheat generally have similar morphology, they have different ratio of VWC in stem to that in leaf probably because they were planted and raised in the different seasons (see Table 1 ) and they showed different phenology. Figure 3c also shows that the olive trees and wheat have smaller LAI than other crops.
In Section 4.1, we evaluate the in-situ observed relationship between 37 GHz vertically polarized brightness temperatures and ground physical temperatures. In Section 4.2, we evaluate the robustness of the relationship between PI and VWC at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz. In Section 4.3, we analyze the in-situ observed relationship between emissivities and SSM and the relationship between ISW and SSM. We discuss the possibility to observe SSM under the vegetation canopy. Figure 4a shows the relationship between 36.5 GHz vertical-polarized brightness temperatures and ground physical temperatures for oat, wheat, soybeans, corns, and olive trees. The dashed line indicates the empirical model of [20] (Equation (1)). The empirical relationship of [20] has a good performance to predict our in-situ observed ground temperature data.
37 GHz Vertical Brightness Temperature-Physical Temperature Relationship
According to [20] , the largest source of errors in this relationship is the uncertainty of single scattering albedo. Following the analysis by [20] , we calculate the bias of Equation (1) using calculated 36.5 GHz vertical polarized brightness temperatures with various single scattering albedos in the LUT. The LUT has the fixed surface physical temperature (293 (K)). This physical temperature is "truth" in the LUT. The LUT also has 36.5 GHz vertical-polarized brightness temperatures by driving the RTM so that we can calculate the surface physical temperature from this brightness temperature using Equation (1). This is the "estimated" physical temperature by Equation (1) . Figure 4b shows the difference between "truth" and "estimated" physical temperatures as a function of single scattering albedo. Figure 4b indicates that the Equation (1) is unbiased with the assumption that single scattering albedo is approximately 0.05, which is consistent to [20] . However, the Equation (1) may have large errors with the plants which have smaller or larger single scattering albedo than 0.05. Figure 4a shows that the performance of the Equation (1) is degraded for the footprint of oat, which might be due to the small single scattering albedos of oat. Figure 4a shows the relationship between 36.5 GHz vertical-polarized brightness temperatures and ground physical temperatures for oat, wheat, soybeans, corns, and olive trees. The dashed line indicates the empirical model of [20] (Equation (1)). The empirical relationship of [20] has a good performance to predict our in-situ observed ground temperature data.
According to [20] , the largest source of errors in this relationship is the uncertainty of single scattering albedo. Following the analysis by [20] , we calculate the bias of Equation (1) using calculated 36.5 GHz vertical polarized brightness temperatures with various single scattering albedos in the LUT. The LUT has the fixed surface physical temperature (293 (K)). This physical temperature is "truth" in the LUT. The LUT also has 36.5 GHz vertical-polarized brightness temperatures by driving the RTM so that we can calculate the surface physical temperature from this brightness temperature using Equation (1). This is the "estimated" physical temperature by Equation (1) . Figure 4b shows the difference between "truth" and "estimated" physical temperatures as a function of single scattering albedo. Figure 4b indicates that the Equation (1) is unbiased with the assumption that single scattering albedo is approximately 0.05, which is consistent to [20] . However, the Equation (1) may have large errors with the plants which have smaller or larger single scattering albedo than 0.05. Figure 4a shows that the performance of the Equation (1) is degraded for the footprint of oat, which might be due to the small single scattering albedos of oat. Figure 5a ,b show the relationship between PI and VWC at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz, respectively. First, although PI monotonically decreases as VWC increases, the sensitivity of VWC to PI at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz is small if VWC is larger than 1.5 (kg/m 2 ) and 1.0 (kg/m 2 ), respectively. Second, the variances of PI under same VWC increase as VWC decrease. Third, the PI-VWC relationship is independent to the plant's type. Figure 5a ,b show the relationship between PI and VWC at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz, respectively. First, although PI monotonically decreases as VWC increases, the sensitivity of VWC to PI at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz is small if VWC is larger than 1.5 (kg/m 2 ) and 1.0 (kg/m 2 ), respectively. Second, the variances of PI under same VWC increase as VWC decrease. Third, the PI-VWC relationship is independent to the plant's type. Figure 5a ,b show the relationship between PI and VWC at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz, respectively. First, although PI monotonically decreases as VWC increases, the sensitivity of VWC to PI at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz is small if VWC is larger than 1.5 (kg/m 2 ) and 1.0 (kg/m 2 ), respectively. Second, the variances of PI under same VWC increase as VWC decrease. Third, the PI-VWC relationship is independent to the plant's type. These findings are consistent to the LUT sensitivity analysis. Figure 6a ,b show the sensitivity of VWC to PI at 6.925 GHz as a function of soil surface roughness and SSM, respectively. The sensitivity of VWC to PI rapidly decreases as VWC increases. When VWC is 1.5 (kg/m 2 ), the change of PI generated by the 0.4 (kg/m 2 ) change of VWC is the order of 0.01, which is cannot be detected in the real world applications. Figure 6a also indicates that PI is more sensitive to VWC on smooth surfaces than rough surfaces. On the other hand, the sensitivity of VWC to PI is not significantly affected by soil wetness (Figure 6b ).
PI-VWC Relationship
These findings are consistent to the LUT sensitivity analysis. Figure 6a ,b show the sensitivity of VWC to PI at 6.925 GHz as a function of soil surface roughness and SSM, respectively. The sensitivity of VWC to PI rapidly decreases as VWC increases. When VWC is 1.5 (kg/m 2 ), the change of PI generated by the 0.4 (kg/m 2 ) change of VWC is the order of 0.01, which is cannot be detected in the real world applications. Figure 6a also indicates that PI is more sensitive to VWC on smooth surfaces than rough surfaces. On the other hand, the sensitivity of VWC to PI is not significantly affected by soil wetness (Figure 6b ). The large variances of PI under small VWC mainly come from the variability of surface soil roughness. Figure 6c shows the change in PI generated by the 2.0 (mm) change in RMS height. When VWC is less than 0.5 (kg/m 2 ), the sensitivity of RMS height to PI is the order of 0.1. Considering that we generally do not have any a priori information on surface soil roughness, this sensitivity of RMS height to PI is significantly large. In our in-situ observation, we randomly cultivate the field before seeding and surface soil roughness may change during the one observation period due to wind, precipitation, and our land management (e.g., removing weeds). Therefore, we can conclude that the most important uncertainty of the observed PI-VWC relationship is the uncertainty of surface soil roughness. The large variances of PI under small VWC mainly come from the variability of surface soil roughness. Figure 6c shows the change in PI generated by the 2.0 (mm) change in RMS height. When VWC is less than 0.5 (kg/m 2 ), the sensitivity of RMS height to PI is the order of 0.1. Considering that we generally do not have any a priori information on surface soil roughness, this sensitivity of RMS height to PI is significantly large. In our in-situ observation, we randomly cultivate the field before seeding and surface soil roughness may change during the one observation period due to wind, precipitation, and our land management (e.g., removing weeds). Therefore, we can conclude that the most important uncertainty of the observed PI-VWC relationship is the uncertainty of surface soil roughness.
The sensitivity of SSM to PI is relatively small although it cannot be neglected. Figure 6d shows the change in PI generated by the 0.05 (m 3 /m 3 ) change in SSM. Although an increment of SSM for the sensitivity analysis is large (=0.05 (m 3 /m 3 )), the sensitivity of SSM to PI is smaller than VWC and RMS height.
The bifurcation of gray lines with high VWC (>1.5 (kg/m 2 )) is induced by the polarization differences of single scattering albedos. The polarization difference of single scattering albedos is important in the case of high VWC [31] . However, compared with the effect of uncertainty of RMS height, the sensitivity of single scattering albedos to PI is smaller. The 0.02 change in single scattering albedos induces the change in PI with the order of 0.01 (not shown). This small effect of vegetation shape on PI is consistent to our visual interpretation of Figure 5a ,b.
SSM-Emissivity & SSM-ISW Relationship
Figure 7a-d show the relationship between the observed SSM and microwave emissivity at 6.925 GHz. The observed emissivity is calculated by the ratio of the observed brightness temperature to the observed surface physical temperature. Figure 7a ,c show that it is generally difficult to retrieve SSM in vegetated land surface by using C-band microwave brightness temperatures. The observed emissivity is weakly correlated to SSM when we exclude all plots with VWC > 0.2 (kg/m 2 ) (Figure 7b,d ). This small sensitivity of SSM to emissivity with dense vegetation is consistent to the sensitivity analysis of the LUT shown in Figure 8a ,b. With VWC = 0.5 (kg/m 2 ), the sensitivity of SSM to emissivity is the order of 0.01 at both vertical and horizontal polarizations. The 0.01 change in emissivity corresponds to the brightness temperature's change of <3 (K). Although this change can be detected in the synthetic analysis (e.g., [22, 25] ), it is not practically easy to detect this change in the real world applications. Since the signal from soil surface is strongly disturbed by vegetation, we cannot accurately observe SSM by 6.925 GHz microwave emissivity if VWC is large.
To further discuss the difficulty in detecting the signal of SSM under vegetation, we sorted every data according to their VWC values. Then we sampled 20 observations from the observation which has 1st smallest VWC to the observation which has 20th smallest VWC and calculate the slope of linear regression between SSM and emissivity on those 20 data. We performed the same analysis on the data from 2nd smallest VWC to 21st smallest VWC and then performed the analysis on the data from 3rd smallest VWC to 22nd smallest VWC. We iterated this process until all data is analyzed. Figure 9a shows the result of this iteration. In Figure 9a , the vertical axis indicates the slope of linear regression between SSM and emissivity in each group which has 20 observations while the horizontal axis indicates the averaged value of VWC among the 20 observations of each group. Theoretically, the emissivity decreases as SSM increases. We cannot find any negative slopes of the linear regressions if VWC is 0.5 (kg/m 2 ) although some negative correlations can be found if VWC is less than 0.4 (kg/m 2 ). The theoretical relationship between SSM and emissivity can be detected only when VWC is small in our ground truth.
Our sensitivity analysis shows that the uncertainty of surface soil roughness also makes it difficult to accurately retrieve SSM. Figure 8c,d show the sensitivity of RMS height to emissivity. As we discussed in the previous section, the increment of RMS height in the sensitivity analysis (=2 (mm)) is very small considering that we generally do not have the access to the a priori information of this parameter. In vertical polarization, the sensitivity of RMS height is similar to that of SSM. On the other hand, in horizontal polarization the sensitivity of RMS height is much larger than that of SSM. The horizontal emissivity varies more widely than the vertical emissivity, which is why horizontally polarized brightness temperature is often used for the retrieval algorithm [12] . However, the vertical polarized emissivity might be useful to minimize the effect of uncertainty of soil surface roughness. The characteristic of the SSM-ISW relationship is similar to that of the SSM-emissivity relationship. Here we calculate ISW using 6.925 GHz and 36.5 GHz brightness temperatures. We cannot detect the strong correlation between SSM and ISW with a large amount of VWC (Figure 7e,g ), which is consistent to the small sensitivity of SSM to ISW with VWC > 0.2 (kg/m 2 ) in the LUT (Figure 8e,f) . The observed ISW is weakly correlated to SSM with VWC < 0.2 (kg/m 2 ) (Figure 7f,h) . Theoretically, ISW increases as SSM increases. It becomes difficult to detect this positive correlation as VWC increases (Figure 9b ). The effect of RMS height on ISW is significant and in horizontal polarization, the sensitivity of RMS height to ISW is larger than that of SSM (Figure 8g,h) .
The performance of the LUT to reproduce observed ISW is limited. The RTM cannot reproduce the observed high ISW at both vertical and horizontal polarizations. The RTM of AIEM and the parameterization of dielectric constant by [33] cannot accurately simulate the emissivity of high frequencies (e.g., 36.5 GHz and 89 GHz) especially for horizontal polarization (Neluwara et al. in preparation). Since the calculation of ISW needs the brightness temperature of higher frequencies, the uncertainty of the RTM's parameterizations in higher microwave frequencies degrades the simulation of ISW. Our in-situ observation suggests that there is much room for improvement of the RTM especially on horizontal polarized and higher frequency microwaves.
Discussion
In this paper, we provide the dataset of in-situ observed SSM, VWC, and brightness temperatures for a wide variety of plants: wheat, soybeans, corns, and olive trees. By analyzing this ground truth dataset and the result of numerical simulations, we support the following ideas about the uncertainty of SSM and VWC retrievals from passive microwave observations. First, the PI-based algorithms to retrieve VOD and VWC are species-independent. Although this species' independence has already been observed by [22] , we increase the robustness of this theory by increasing the number of observations and including the observations of the olive trees. From short crops (soybeans) to tall trees (olives), the PI-VWC relationship is robust and we do not need to consider the effect of the difference of vegetation shape on microwave radiative transfer in the canopy at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz as a first-order approximation. At 6.925 GHz, the upper limit of detectable VWC is approximately 1.5 (kg/m 2 ). The characteristic of the SSM-ISW relationship is similar to that of the SSM-emissivity relationship. Here we calculate ISW using 6.925 GHz and 36.5 GHz brightness temperatures. We cannot detect the strong correlation between SSM and ISW with a large amount of VWC (Figure 7e,g ), which is consistent to the small sensitivity of SSM to ISW with VWC > 0.2 (kg/m 2 ) in the LUT (Figure 8e,f) . The observed ISW is weakly correlated to SSM with VWC < 0.2 (kg/m 2 ) (Figure 7f,h) . Theoretically, ISW increases as SSM increases. It becomes difficult to detect this positive correlation as VWC increases (Figure 9b ). The effect of RMS height on ISW is significant and in horizontal polarization, the sensitivity of RMS height to ISW is larger than that of SSM (Figure 8g,h) .
In this paper, we provide the dataset of in-situ observed SSM, VWC, and brightness temperatures for a wide variety of plants: wheat, soybeans, corns, and olive trees. By analyzing this ground truth dataset and the result of numerical simulations, we support the following ideas about the uncertainty of SSM and VWC retrievals from passive microwave observations. First, the PI-based algorithms to retrieve VOD and VWC are species-independent. Although this species' independence has already been observed by [22] , we increase the robustness of this theory by increasing the number of observations and including the observations of the olive trees. From short crops (soybeans) to tall trees (olives), the PI-VWC relationship is robust and we do not need to consider the effect of the difference of vegetation shape on microwave radiative transfer in the canopy at 6.925 GHz and 10.65 GHz as a first-order approximation. At 6.925 GHz, the upper limit of detectable VWC is approximately 1.5 (kg/m 2 ).
Second, the uncertainty of surface soil roughness significantly degrades both SSM and VWC retrieval skills according to our analysis on numerical simulations. There are large sensitivities of RMS height to PI, emissivity, and ISW. Surface soil roughness is controlled by many factors and has large spatial and temporal variability. In this study, the field was randomly cultivated by a cultivator and hands, which brings a large spatial variability of surface soil roughness even in the small footprint of the GBMR. Surface soil roughness is also affected by wind and precipitation, which further brings spatial and temporal variability of surface soil roughness. In addition, sprouting from seed and the other ecosystem activities may contribute to change surface soil roughness. Many retrieval algorithms assume the fixed roughness parameters globally [15] , and cannot address the effect of this surface soil roughness uncertainty. Some approaches to objectively determine the surface soil roughness parameters of RTM by introducing the visible/infrared observations (e.g., [21, 22] ) should be included to improve our VWC and SSM retrieval skills. In addition, our sensitivity analysis indicates that the vertically polarized brightness temperatures are less sensitive to surface soil roughness than the horizontally polarized brightness temperatures. In this study, we could not directly observe an accurate footprint-scale surface soil roughness since it is extremely difficult to correctly obtain the footprint scale roughness. The datasets of in-situ observations of surface soil roughness using laser scanning (e.g., [34, 35] ) should be provided in the future.
Third, at 6.925 GHz, SSM cannot be detected with VWC > 0.5 (kg/m 2 ) and it is extremely difficult to detect SSM signals when VWC is larger than 0.2-0.3 (kg/m 2 ). Since the emission from soil surface is disturbed by the vegetation canopy, it becomes difficult to detect the signal of surface emissions as VWC increases. In addition, the effect of RMS height on surface scattering strongly disturbs the relationship between SSM and surface emission. Therefore, we cannot detect any clear relationship between surface emission and SSM if VWC is more than 0.2-0.3 (kg/m 2 ). This result is qualitatively consistent to Calvet et al. [36] in which a statistical soil moisture retrieval algorithm using C-band microwave field observations did not perform very well on a homogeneous wheat field with approximately 0-3 (kg/m 2 ) VWC. The mission for AMSR-E was a root-mean-square error of 0.06 (m 3 /m 3 ) soil moisture retrieval with VWC < 1.5 (kg/m 2 ) [37] and the mission for AMSR2 is soil moisture retrieval with VWC < 2.0 (kg/m 2 ). Based on our ground truth, these criteria seem to be too challenging. In many previous studies, however, SSM in moderately vegetated surfaces can be successfully retrieved from AMSR-E and AMSR2 brightness temperatures (e.g., [23] ). Since there are many canopy openings in the large satellite footprint (>25 km), we may be able to retrieve SSM using the contribution of the emission from these canopy openings even if footprint-averaged VWC is large. Our results with the homogeneous footprints cannot be directly applied to the real world application in this aspect. In addition, in the real satellite applications, SSM and VWC (or VOD) are simultaneously retrieved although we analyzed the performances of indices sensitive to SSM and VWC individually. The effect of the simultaneous use of the indices has not been included in the analysis of this paper.
Fourth, the LUT generated by AIEM and tau-omega model includes almost all of our in-situ observations, which means the state-of-the-art RTM can accurately predict our in-situ observed microwave radiative transfer. However, the RTM may have some biases in the simulation of higher frequencies. Improving this part of the RTM to accurately simulate ISW should be our future work.
Please note that the findings of this paper cannot be directly applied to the SSM and VWC retrievals based on L-band microwave observations. Sensitivity of brightness temperature to SSM, VWC, and the other land surface variables strongly depends on a microwave frequency used. We recommend to implement a long-term observation campaign with a similar observation design to this study in order to quantitatively discuss the capability and limitation of the retrieval algorithms used for Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP).
Conclusions
In this paper, we provided the new in-situ observation dataset which is useful to evaluate the capability and limitation of the SSM and VWC retrieval algorithms based on microwave radiometry. Since the dataset is available as a Supplementary Material of this paper (Data S1), we expect that the new-insitu observation dataset is the useful benchmark for both developers and users of SSM and VWC products retrieved by passive microwave remote sensing. By analyzing this dataset as well as the simulation by the RTM, we obtained several findings related to the capability and limitation of the current AMSR-E/AMSR2 SSM and VWC retrieval algorithms. First, C-band microwave radiative transfer in canopy is species-independent as a first-order approximation. Current algorithms which do not explicitly consider the diversity of the vegetation structure are reasonable. Second, the uncertainty of surface soil roughness significantly degrades the retrieval skills so that technique to eliminate the effect of surface soil roughness uncertainty is urgently needed. Third, SSM cannot be detected with VWC > 0.5 (kg/m 2 ) by AMSR-E/AMSR2 observations if the footprint is homogeneously vegetated. It should be noted that the current performance of satellite SSM products in a vegetated area may be strongly influenced by the contribution of canopy openings in the large satellite footprint. Considering microwave satellite based SSM retrieval as a mixed picture problem is important. Fourth, the LUT generated by the RTM can accurately predict our in-situ observations. The AIEM and tau-omega model is the suitable model for SSM and VWC retrievals.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/7/655/s1.
